Guidance law development for aerospace vehicles can be signi cantly simpli ed by reducing the order of the v e hicle dynamic model. Identifying t imescale separation in the system dynamics is important in this regard. This paper introduces a systematic means of identifying t h e t ime-scale structure in a nonlinear dynamical system by using regional Lyapunov exponents. Regional Lyapunov exponents and associated vectors are used to analyze the linear variational equations associated with a nonlinear system, in order to draw conclusions about t h e t ime-scale structure in the nonlinear system. Examples are used to illustrate the the time-scale information provided by t h e regional Lyapunov exponents. The time scale structure in an example of closed-loop e n try dynamics is investigated using t h e regional Lyapunov exponents. The exponents and theirassociated directions identify energy as the slow variable and radial distance and ight path angle as fast variables and thus provide the information needed for reduced order guidance law development.
Introduction
Guidance problems for aerospace vehicles generically involve nonlinear dynamics, state and control constraints, and nite time intervals, and as such t h ey do not lend t h emselves directly to m u c h o f t h e existing control d esign methodology. E ective guidance law development is greatly facilitated if the order of the v e hicle dynamic model can be reduced. Using a rigid body model, neglecting actuator dynamics, and further assuming that the attitude motion is much faster than the translational motion so that a t t itude Graduate S t udent, Student M ember AIAA. y Graduate S t udent, Student M ember AIAA. z Associate Professor, Associate F ellow AIAA. x Copyright c by K enneth D . M ease, Published by AIAA with permission variables can be treated as controls for the translational motion, signi cantly reduces the order of the dynamic model and i s o f t en su ciently accurate for guidance law design. Even so, developing an e ective guidance law remains a formidable challenge due to t h e f e a t ures mentionedabove.
Further order reduction may be possible if there is time-scale separation in the translational dynamics. For example the e n ergy state a p proximation 1 has been used e ectively for some guidance problems. If the t ime-scale separation is understood to t h e point of knowing h o w t o group the s t a t e v ariables according to the time-scales on which they evolve, then the s i n gular perturbation method provides a formalism for constructing an accurate a p proximation from solutions to l o w er-order subproblems. 2, 3 Calise 4 proposed to reduce the guidance law design task to a sequence of scalar design subtasks by h ypothesizing that for the closed-loop translational dynamics, each state v ariable would evolve on a distinct time-scale. This approach h as been referred to as forced singular perturbations since the time-scale separation is forced into t h e system using feedback control. While forced singular perturbations simpli es guidance law design, it may incur a control e ort penalty.
What has been missing is a reliable and systematic means of identifying t ime-scales and t h e corresponding structure in nonlinear dynamic models, i.e., the appropriate counterpart to eigenvalues and eigenvectors for linear, time-invariant dynamic models. It seems that the appropriate focal point for identifying the time-scale structure of a nonlinear system is the behavior of the solutions to the variational equations along trajectories of the nonlinear system. The v ariational equations can be viewedas linear time-varying : the variational system matrix actually depends on the s t a t e o f t h e nonlinear system, but along a trajectory of the nonlinear system this dependence can be treatedasadependence on time. Lyapunov introduced characteristic exponents and associated direction vectors for linear time-varying 1 systems. Lyapunov exponents give a n a v erage rate of expansion or contraction over an in nite t ime interval, when the a p propriate limits exist. For guidance problems, we are interested in time-scales associated with a nite-time segment of a trajectory. Recently,Wiesel 6 has introduced regional Lyapunov exponents. These are de ned similar to Lyapunov exponents, except that t h ey give a v erage rates of contraction and expansion over a nite-time i n t erval.
In this paper, we develop a n approach t o identifying the time-scale structure of a nonlinear dynamic model based on the use of regional Lyapunov exponents. The paper is organized as follows. The general form of the nonlinear dynamic model is presented, along with the associated linear variational equations. The classical and regional Lyapunov exponents are de ned. The regional Lyapunov exponents are computed for a simple model to illustrate t h e information they provide, the i n t erpretation of this information, and t h e considerations for choosing the time-interval over which the rates of contraction and expansion are averaged. We t h en relate t h e information regarding t h e structure of the solutions to the variational equations to the timescale structure of the nonlinear system in the context of an example of closed-loop e n try dynamics.
Linear Variational System
AssociatedWith A Nonlinear Dynamical System Consider a nonlinear system of the form _ x = fx; u 1 where x 2 R n is the vector of state variables and u 2 R m is the vector of control variables. We are interested in investigating t h e t ime-scale structure of the above system with a control which is given by either a feedback law of the form u = kx or an open-loop program of the form ut = kxt; t as a result of solving an optimal control problem, where 2 R n is the v ector of co-state v ariables satisfying _ = , @H @x x; , and Hx; is the optimal Hamiltonian. In the former case, the space of interest over which trajectories of the closed loop system _ x = fx; kx evolve i s t h e s t a t e space R n whose points are represented by x. In the l a t t er case, the space of interest is the p h ase space R 2n whose points are representedby x; .
In either case, the t ime-scale structure can be analyzed by s t udying t h e system of variational equations which are obtainedby linearizing t h e nonlinear system about a trajectory in the appropriate space of interest. The variational equations associated with the system, _ x = fx; kx, are given by
whereas the v ariational equations associated with t h e system, _ x = fx; ut where ut is obtained by solving a n o ptimal control problem as described in the l a t t er case, are given by
where terms like H x denote t h e second partial derivatives of the o ptimal Hamiltonian with respect to t h e v ariables indicated in the s u bscript. The trajectory in the s t a t e space or the p h ase space about which the linearization is carried out i s n a t urally parameterized by time, and therefore the variational equations can be analyzed as a linear-time-varying L TV system. An analysis of the t ime-scale structure of the trajectories of the variational equations yields information about t h e b e h a vior of trajectories of the nonlinear system in the neighborhood of the reference trajectory to which t h e v ariational equations correspond. Therefore, the t ime-scale structure in the v ariational equations yields information about t h e t imescale structure of the nonlinear system. The following section describes measures for characterizing time scales in LTV systems.
Measures of Time-Scale Separation
In linear time invariant LTI systems of the form _ x = Ax, t h e complete t ime-scale information can be obtainedby examining t h e eigenvalues i ; 1 where At is continuous and bounded. For LTV systems where At is periodic, the Floquet multipliers and t h e associated direction vectors can be used exactly analogous to eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the L TI case, to i d entify the t ime-scale structure. For general LTV systems, the asymptotic rates of contraction or expansion of solutions are characterized by t h e L y apunov exponents. 5 The L y apunov exponent associated with a s o lution xt; x 0 of the LTV system 4, where xt 0 = x 0 , is given by
kxt; x 0 k t 5 when the limit exists, and the direction vector associated with the Lyapunov exponent is x 0 . Note that t h e L y apunov exponents r e d u ce to eigenvalues when applied to a n L TI system. For simplicity consider a scalar LTI system _ x = 1 x with a solution xt; x 0 = exp 1 tx 0 . The L y apunov exponent x 0 = 1 .
In general, the L TV system 4 has at m o s t n distinct Lyapunov exponents a n d a t m o s t n linearly independent associated direction vectors. 5 The Lyapunov exponents t h emselves are independent o f t h e c h oice of the initial time t 0 , but the associated directions depend on the choice of t 0 . The separation in the L y apunov exponents d eterminesthe t ime-scale separation in the L TV system. Analogous to t h e e igenvectors of the LTI system, the direction vectors associated with the Lyapunov exponents determine the d ecomposition of the s t a t e space into s u bspaces with d i s t inct time-scale behavior. However since the direction vectors are dependent o n t h e c h oice of t 0 , they can be viewed as providing a t ime v arying basis vectors which a t e a c h instant span the corresponding subspaces which separate t h e t ime-scale behavior.
The L y apunov exponents are averages over an innite t ime i n t erval of the r a t es of contraction or expansion of solutions. For our purposes, it is averages over nite t ime i n t ervals that are relevant. Wiesel 6 has de ned regional Lyapunov exponents t h a t m easure the a v erage contraction or expansion of solutions over a nite time interval. The regional Lyapunov exponents are de nedas 6 where t; t 0 is the state-transition matrix of the LTV system 4. The associated directions at t 0 are given by x i t 0 a n d h ence at a n y t ime t they are given by x i t = t; t 0 x i t 0 . In order to d etermine t h e entire spectrum of Lyapunov exponents i without an exhaustive trial and error procedure with arbitrary vectors at t 0 , w e n eed to, if possible, compute a linearly independent set of vectors x i t 0 t h a t correspond t o t h e di erent t ime-scales. Such v ectors can be obtained 6 by s o lving for the u nit vectors kxt 0 k = 1 t h a t extremize 1 t f , t 0 ln kt f ; t 0 x t 0 k
It can be shown that the eigenvectors of t f ; t 0 T t f ; t 0 are the solutions to this extremization problem and hence are the vectors x i t 0 ; i = 1; : : : ; n t h a t w e n eed to compute the spectrum of regional Lyapunov exponents.
We shall now, following Wiesel, show that with the knowledge of these regional Lyapunov exponents and t h eir associated directions at t 0 and h ence for all time t, a coordinate transformation that diagonalizes the L TV system 4 and h ence decouples the di erent t ime-scales in the system can be constructed. 
Fig. 1 s h o ws the e v o lution of norms of solutions to
this LTV system along t h e directions e 1 t; e 2 t a n d e 3 t . Fig. 2 shows the normalized instantaneous rates of change of the s o lutions along t h e a bove directions, i.e., 1 t; 2 t a n d 3 t . Both t h eseshow clearly the t ime-scale separation present i n t h e system over the i n t erval 0; 1 . infer that i n t h e v ariational LTV system, perturbations in all directions decay. Therefore, for the nonlinear dynamics 12, trajectories neighboring the reference converge to it. The regional Lyapunov exponents also indicate t h a t v ectors in spanfe 1 ; e 2 g d ecay much faster the v ectors in spanfe 3 g. Figs. 5 a n d 6 s h o w t h e t ime-scale separation graphically.
In Fig. 7 , the feedback tracking of the reference altitude vs. velocity pro le is shown. Also shown at e a c h point along t h e reference trajectory are the projections of the basis vectors e 1 t a n d e 3 t o n t o t h e r , V p lane. The fast direction is indicated by the double arrowhead. Curves of constant e n ergy are also plotted. It can be seen that t h e fast direction is tangent t o t h e constant e n ergy curves. Simulations of the closed loop system show that perturbations in altitude away from the reference quickly decay along almost constant energy lines. Thus the regional Lyapunov exponents a n d associated direction vectors have s u ccessfully identi ed energy as a slow variable, while altitude a n d ight p a t h a n gle are fast variables. It is important t o point o u t t h a t, although the example was concoctedsuch t h a t e n ergy is a slow variable, the m ethod is not at all biased or restricted to t his outcome.
Conclusions and Comments
A systematic means of identifying time-scales for nonlinear dynamical systems using t h e regional Lyapunov exponents was introduced. Numerical examples were used to illustrate t h e t ime-scale information that t h ese regional Lyapunov exponents provide. This time-scale analysis was applied to the closedloop e n try guidance dynamics and s h o wn to i d entify the e n ergy as a slow v ariable and radial distance and ight p a t h a n gle as fast variables. T h i s i s t h e information needed for reduced order guidance law development. 
